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Kentucky Legislature
Session Opens Tuesday
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. API „ So,_enether Kentucky legislative session begins officially tomorrow.
Will it be a monumental
thing? Or merely another exercise in speechmaking, play
acting and slavish obedience
the governor?
Probably both. The first point
to remember is that all the
cliches we've heard in the past
few years about an upgraded_
General Assembly have the
ring of trutlx,_
A casual stroll through Kentucky Darn Village-StattrParli„

s

eeri& ar
Around
Murray
If you remember the expression "tight as bick's hat
band", you are not of this
generation.
A yard-tak-otodlobine last
week.
This morning the frost was so
thick you could cut it with a
knife. Two big Swamp Rabbits
came hot footing it across the
back. Nothing chasing them,
they just seemed to_be full of
zip, caused probably by the
crisp morning air.
A Yellow Shafted Flicker
clumsily walking around our
stump. Once he gets on a tree,
he is a picture of grace, but on
the ground,he does not move so
well. The reason is the shape of
his feet which are designed for
hanging on a tree, not walking.
Got a seed catalog this
morning in the mail. It was
filled with big pictures of
watermelons and tomatoes and
all kinds of good I ing
vegetables.
Got all the Christmas
decorations down. That was a
job. Method was the name of
the game. We put all the bulbs
in one box, the strings of lights
in another and the extension
cords in another. Put them all
on one shelf. The other_ things
we put in boxes and put on
another shelf. Now, we'll know
where to find them nett year.
Got the Christmas tree down
and disposed of. Made nearly
as big a mess taking it down as
we did putting up. Flock was
1;verywhere and this took
another hour of vacuum
cleaning.
Dern vacuum
cleaner did not work right so
we.look_off ,the bottom and it
was filled with flock and bits of
pine needle's which blocked the
suction thing.
Cleaned everything out and it
worked like a charm.
• _ Doctor says he can cure a
woman of just about any
complaint simply by telling her
it's a sign of old age:

The Weather
Increasing cloudiness arid
cool this afternoon With highs
45-50. Rain beginning tonight
and continuing Tuesday. Low
tonight 33-38. High Tuesday 3640, Rain ending and much colder Tuesday night. Clearing and
quite cold Wednesday. Probabilities of mealurable precipitation near zero per cent today,
70 per cent tonight and 70 per
cent Tuesday.
Extended Kentucky Forecast
Partly cloudy and cold
Wednesday and Thursday,
mostly cloudy and warmer Friday with chance of rain possibly mixed with snow. Lows
and Thursday
vre rEirus
mornings in the teens and low
20s and in the 20s Friday morning. Highs in the 30s Wednesday and Thursday and in the
40s Friday.
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young, sincere and maybe a ,
little unsure of how they would
shape up in the session.
What the seeker could find I
The first baby SIM hilidif
_Karen Marie Fishman is the
lecode ago svas many a sot or"
at baby to be born at Use brother, Edwartk-itWwilliN
buffoon who knew the legislaMurray-Calloway County -three years old on January 22.
tive ropes only too well and
Hospital in 1972, according to Her father is regional agency
IIVELS quite sure of how he would
manager for Beitin Vanlines of
the hospital officials.
shape 11p -and it wasn't neee.*;
The baby arrived at 1:25 a.m. which Emerson Movers is afsarily, or even .often, in the
on Saturday, January 1. She filiated locally. The family has
public interest.weighed seven pounds 1042
been residing in Murray since
The new lawmakers were
ounces at birth. Her parents are December 1970 having moved
asking pertinent questions.
larquid Mrs. John Fistunan of here from Woodbridge, Ill. Mrs.
Would it really be wise to reMurray Route Seven. Dr. C. L Fishman is a native of
move the sales tax from food?
Washington state and Mr. Fish. Tuttle was the doctor.
How much cw . the coal inman is -a- native of -Hartford,
.
y iabsorb in new
dustry actua1
Ky., Ohio County.
taxes? How frjihould they go
The first 1972 baby has a host
in pushing for OW laws against
of gifts in store. Two cases of
_
pollution?
NINE NEW ROTARIANS-Illerray Rotary Club President Rob Moyer, back row, left, poses with
baby formula is the gut of
With this mike,tribute to the the nine new members inducted into the dub at its regular meeting last Thursday.
are: Frolit
Storey's Food Giant and an
1972 assembly;the second point-47- row,left to rtght:Buel Stalls James Fortner, Pete Waldrop, Marshall Jones and Deseelaafes,_ttork
arranteaNnt from The. Poppy
to remember Ile that it remains rew-,left to righti-Pres~leyer,Gene Schanbaeher, Ed Shinners, Cot. Palmer Petetasa
.aad State
-- Shoppe. Fashion Two-"rirenty
a rather weak body, thanks to -Refiereeentaave faimalaiee,
Charles Hale, . Calloway
Cosmetics has a bottle of Sinthe framers of our current conCounty property valuation
ceroy Aubree Milk Bath. Roses
stitution who mistrusted
administrator, announced thigPornpers and the
has a bo
legislators of their time.
morning that the -Peoperty',
Cheri-Capri-MtuTay
MANCHESTER, N.H. ( API
The , General Assembly has
assessment books will be open
theaters has two tickets to one
- Sen. Vance Hartke of In- tried to become more responbeginning tbday and continuing
of the three theaters. J & S Oil
diana announced his candidacy sible and more respectable in,
through the end of February for
Company has free ten gallons of
for the Democratic presidential recent years and has grasped
the
listing
of
property
for
taxes
Mel Purcell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clegg Austin of Murray,
gasoline for the parents.
nomination today and said he eagerly for a few symbols of
for
the
1972
tax year.
Mrs. Bennie Purcell of Murray, also participated in the tourThree long play albums is the
would campaign in New Hamp- power.
The assessments will be taken
won the championship of the It
, nament. Young Austin won in
gift of Leach's Music and TV
shire's primary.
To that end I has achieved
in
Hale's
couroffice
in
the
and-under division of the Sugar his first two rounds of singles
and Sammons Bakery has a
He said he would decide on some success.
't the State
Bowl tenn8Anirnament held in competition but was defeated in thouse.
free cake. Ryan's Shoe Store
whether ftrwitter presidential constitution has not been -lifine-Tiew-mensonlier&
"Any changes in real estate
the third round- by W.Atounger
ha,t,tpti,tsLattir of shoes for
preference primaries in other changed, and under it the Ken- initiated into the Murray NVOTTrreAlis last wcek.,
such as remodeling, new
Young
Purcell,
who
had
of
Jackson,
Miss.,
6-0,
6-3.
the first baby of 1972 and Shirley
states after his campaign for tucky governor ; has possibly Rotary Club at its regular
building, or
other
imthe March 7 New Hampshire more authority than his count- weekly meeting last'Thuraday, placed second in the Orange Austin and his doubles partner provements are to be reported Florist has a dozen beautiful red
Bowl
tournament
advanced
in
Miami
to
the
quarter
finals
roses. Murray Beauty Salon has
balloting is organized.
erpart anywherei
bringing to 96 the total men*
earlier in the week, defeated before they were eliminated to this office during the a_stiampoo and set for the
Standing in the same spot
In simple language this bership of the organization.
assessment peribt17-liale said.
Veal Crozier of Dallas, Texas, from competition.
mother and Dale & Stubblefield
where the late President John means for the next 60 days the
The Murray club is one of the
"Mobile homes, vehicles,
'Mel Purcell teamed with
has a nice gift. Lindsey's
F. Kennedy announced his suc- legislature will do what Otiv. largest in the 53-club District to take the victory in the final
watercraft,
aircraft,
biJimmy Wannaker in the
Jewelry has a baby cup and the
cessful campaign, 12 years Wendell Ford wants it to do or 671 of Rotary International, and round of the tournament.
Pufeell" had
advanced doubles--eompetition-and they ventories and equipment are Bank of Murray has a savings
ago-the lobby of the Sheraton allows it to do.
is its 48th year.
through five rounds before advanced to the semifinals staile-of the'-'taxable tangible account open. Wien Milk has
Carpenter Hotel-Hartke said:
The fact that Ford is a
The
newest
Rotariansproperty to be reported."
thirty quarts of homogenized
"The American people, and Democrat and the legislature are:James Fortner, a cer- defeating Crozier 6-0, 6-4,for the before being 'defeated 7-5, 6-4.
Notes receivable, accounts
milk for the new baby. Merle
the world, cannot afford four more heavily Democratic than tificated public accountant; championship.
receivable,stocks in out of state
The Murray youth is ranked
Norman Cosmetics has a bottle
more years of Richard Nixon's in many years is almost secon- State ltesentative Kenneth
corporations,
money
in
out
of
third in the nation among tennis
of Total Body Moisure lotion
failures."
dary.
Imes, a funeral director: Gene
state banks on September 1,
and Super Shell Service on
But, he added, "if the DemoFtepubLican Louis B. Nunn, Schanbacher, an associate players of his age group.
money on deposit in out of state
Purcell's oldcr brother, Del,
South 12th. Street has ten
cratic party expects to receive who just left office, could el- professor in the Department of
building
and
loan
associaticins
gallons of gasoline for the
the mantle of leadership, it had ways lead the Democratic as- Industrial Education at Murra) was defeated in the first round
on January 1, and life insurance
of the 16-and-under competition.
parents of the new baby. Mother
The Calloway County Public
beeter start leading. This cam- sembly to his corral whenever State University.
Brent Austin, son of Dr and Library started its regular policies subject to withdrawal Goose Fashions has a Baby's
paign is all about a country he decreed a roundup.
Buel
Stalls,
MurrE0
and annuities are subject to the
Sleeper and Boone's Laundry
scheduled of hours today,
which is fighting for its life.
After all, the governor con- businessman and member of
intangible tax Hale said.
has one month free diaper
January 3, according to Mrs.
The Democratic party is en- trols patronage, road construe- the City Council; Marshall
This office should be notified
service. A photograph of the
Margaret Trevathan, librarian.
tlted to have a candidate ready tion and other means of liveli- Jones, retired U. S. diplomat.
on any address changes since
Hours for the library are11:30
new baby is the gift of Love's
to lead the fight. I am ready."
hood and progress for many now living in Murray; Col.
last billing or of erroneous
Studio and Trenholm's Drive-In
a.m to five p.m. on Monday,
eiti7ens. Which legislator 8 go- Palmer Peterson, professor of
addresses that now exist due to
has a free pizza or Italian
Wednesday, Friday, and
ing to tell him unnecessarily to military science at Murray
the postal change," Hale said.
Spaghetti Dinner - -fOr the
Saturday, and 8:30 a.m. to eight
to blazes or refuse to bend a , state.
p.m. on Tuesday and Thursday.
parents of the new baby.
little now and then?
Dewey Yates, manager of the
Mrs. Trevathan said the
Wait, some observers may Murray office of the South
additional hours on Thursday
say, Ford is intimately ac- Central Bell Telephone Comwere made available by the
quainted with the legislature's pany; Pete Waldrop, business
Rainfall for the year 1971 in
trustees of the library at a
needs and frustrations- having manager of the Houston- the city of Murray measured
been a governor's aide, a state McDevitt Clinic and Ed Shin- 44,99 inches, according to John recent board meeting. The
-senator and the senate presi- ners, manager of the Vanderbilt Ed Scott, local weather ob- decision for the longer hours on
dent.
Chemical Company plant in server. This was 2.63 inches I Thursday will - be on a trial
Sheriff Clyde Steele said his
basis. If enough patrons use
And it is true Ford has reiter- Murray.
below the normal, 47.62, for the
Vandalism was reported la- ated his consistent stand for
officers had. a__.quiet bolidoy__
the facilities on Thursday
Members of the
club's year, seat said.
-the Calloway County Highway legislative independence.
evening, the hours will continue
Members of Calloway Co: weekend with only one rirealtin
Committee on Rotary InDuring the month of
barn, located at South 5th and
Maybe he will show he still formation handled the initiation December the rainfall was 3.67 indefinitely; otherwise the Fire-Rescue attended their in a home being reported.
Vine Streets, according to Sgt. means it.
Deputy Sheriff Curt Willoughceremony with the chairman, inches compared to the normal library will return to closing at annual holiday dinner ThurDale
Spann, city-county
five p.m. on Thursday.
But, maybe things will look Dr. Hugh Oakley, presiding. for December, 4.10 inches.
sday. Awards were given two . by along with Kentucky State
detective.
The regular Story hours will members for outstanding. Trooper Charles Stephenson,
different from the governor's Nat Ryan- Hughes outlined the
-The-high.temparatlira
The vandalism occur-red on chair . .
be
-at-the tittearron--Wed7-- -senler -during the pest year.' investigatesUbe br.eakin_oLlbe
meaning and
objectives
of
at
72
month was recorded
December 31 and three
nesday
with the preschool hour
Sponsors of the banquet were home of Mr. and- Mrs. Bryan,.
Rotary,„and Dr. Ray Mofield degrees
Thursday,
on
juveniles have been cited -in
thePeoples Bank and the Bank Staples-et-4:3e p.m. Sunday.
presented each of the new December 9, and the low for the planned from ten to eleven
connection with incidents at the
and the school age hour of Murray and wanttended by Missing from the home, located
members with an assertment of Month registered 18 degrees
highway barn.
They are
flom
three
to four p.m. '
the
squad _members, their north of Kirksey, was a 4 rifle,
Rotary literature after ffieytact- oarAy----on----tlie-mar.nia_g_ of
scheduled to appear
in a
- Tonight (Monday) at-seven wives,and gueSts. Recognition according to the sheriff's office.
been given lapel pins by Oakley. Saturday, December 18.`
—
juvenile hearing later.
Sheriff Steele said his per-Great
p.m. the
Books awards were provided by West
Secretary Ted Billington then
The rainfall and normal
Sgt. Spann said the juveniles
sonnel
for the new year includes
Discussion
will
hold
group
its
Ky.
Rural
Electric
Co-Op.
presented them with their blue rainfall for each month in 1971 is
used a slingshot with rocks to
regular session. • This was
Receiving the 'awards were Mrs. Ora Lee Parker who will
identification badges, symbolic as follows:
break the Windshield out of a
postponed from last Monday Bernard Steen wet-Jerry Mc- be working-in the office. Deputy
of full membership in the club._
Rainfall Normal
roadgrader, six small lights,
night due to the holidays.
Coy. The recipients were Sheriff Maurice Wilson who has
meeting
Guests
at
inthe
5.19
2.11
Jan.
and windows. The machinery
presented new electric razors been with him sine** he took
A civil lawsuit has been filed cluded Dr. Paul List, Muncie,
7.09
4.09
Feb.
was parked at the highway barn in
for
the large nuinber of calls to office in January 1970, Deputy
McCracken County Court Ind., a visiting Rotarian, and Mar.
5.30
1.33
for the weekend.
which they had responded Sheriff Curtis Willoughby who
against Lee Potter Smith and Ronald
Churchill,
Jr., Apr.
4.12
2.38
This morning at 6:30 the Associates
combined with work and has previously served in the
seeking 1225,000 in Cleveland, Ohio.
3.26
4.18
May
Murat-3k Police Department was awards
same capacity
, and
training sessions.
for damages in the
3.50
3.97
June
notified of a breakin at Motor
Deputy Sheriff Gerald Cohoon
sire-Rescue
members
death of Kirby D. Bucy of
EDDYVILLE,
(AP)
Ky.
6.33
3.93
July
Parts, and Bearings at 1109
who will be working part time
Calloway County.
5.38
Aug.
3.25 Police are searching for two responded to nearly 100 calls
- Chestnut Street, Entrance to
on
weekends.
during
the
past
year
including
Buey died as the result of
3.09 Eddyville State Prison initiates
5.12
Sept
the building was gained by
who climbed thrialigh -an air fires, land search and -waterinjuries suffered in an accident
2.87
Oct.
breaking a south window.
on a construction job on the
4.00 conditioning ventilation duct to -rescue. Volunteers recekve no
2.08
. FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP .1- Nov.
Police said the cash register Miteray
compensation for their serfreedom Saturday night
State University
4.10
Dec.
Kentucky's seven secondary
was broken open, but Billy Ray campus
107
according to attorneys
Officials identified the two as vices.
statewide officers today were
Roberts of the firm told them for
Mrs. Gracie Bucy and
Virgil D. Fort, 31, of Fayette
sworn in to their four-year
apparently
was
nothing
Nine persons were 'cited to
Howard
County; and Willie Samuel Lee,
G., Buoy,
coterms of office.
missing, The breakin occurred
appear in the Murray City Court
administrators- of the estate,
31, of Jefferson County.
sometifne between January 1 who
Sworn in were Secretary of
during the period from
brought the lawsuit.
Fort was serving a life senand January 3, according to the
State Thelma Stovall, Atty.
December 30, 1971, to January
tence for armed robbery ind a
Attorneys
said
an
elevator
police report.
The Kappa Department of the
Gen. FA Hancock, State Treas2,
1972, according to the
10
-year
sentence
for Malicious
had been installed for conurer Drexell Davis, State Audi- Murray Woman's Club will hold shooting
Representative Kenneth C. citations.
without wounding.
struction purposes, and no
tor Mary Louise Foust, Supt. of its regular meeting at the club
The citations were five for
Lee was serving a 10-year Imes left Siinday for Frankfort
warning devices had been
Public Instruction Lyman-flin- house on Tuesday, January 4, al term
public
drunkenness,- one far
for
the
current
session
of
the
for armed- robbery, offierected around it. Buoy was
ger, Agriculture Commissioner 7:30 p.m. according to the
Kentucky General Assembly. unnecessary noise, one for
cials said.
struck and fatally injured by the
Wendell Butler and Court of chairman, Mrs. Bob Billington.
The - 7 Murray
man, driving white intoxicate-4,
• The late Saturday night eselevator, attorneys said.
Dr Frank Kodman, professor
Appeals Clerk Frances Jones
representing
Calloway:
and reckless driving, and fleeing a
cape occurred as the men
The accident happened or
in the department of psychology
The Faxon Mothers Club will
Mills.
worked as aides in the prison's Trigg Counties, was elected to pdlice officer, and one for
Dec. 10, 1970.
hold its regular meeting on
Gov. Wendell Ford, IA. Gov, at Murray State University, and psychiatric
shooting fire arms within the
the office' of representative
treatment unit.
Wednesday, January 5, tit 1:45
Julian Carroll and former Go). Mrs. Harold MrReynolds,
the primary election in May. He city Whits, all by the Murray
p.m. in the seventh grade class
A. B. .Chifidler attended ie ,Vreeidenicof Human Growth,
Happy New Year
was unopposed in the general Police Department. The ninthOAKS BRIDGE
room.
Two names were omitted ceremonies in the Court sofAp- Inc., of Kentucky, will be the
citation for reekless driving was
election
in,-November
women-of, Mr- oats
The
from the Happy, New Year
Mrs. Earl Tucker's eighth
peals. A throng of relatives, special guests for the pro
Imes, along with his wife, the issued- -by Kentucky State
Country_ Club will have their
grade class will be in charge of greeting from the Peoples Flank friends and wellwishers were, on "Human f,roldr'.
regular session of bridge on former Mary Beth Beale, and. Trooper James Barnett.
the devotional part of the to the people of Murray and present.
Hostesses for the.apsetiog wilj
Molly
Wetirei-SdNr*Jlinuar'y
program.
Mrs. Charles Thomas, Mrs. Rex - at 9:30 a.m. Members should John Beale, are residing at 1032
Calloway County. The names
Rapid ekarection and mapping
FREE KrrrEsts
James
All mothers are urged to were El.. Hewlett and Harvey
Mrs
Thompson,
make reservations by noon Sioux Trail, Frankfort, Ky. orrrop blight areas will be
Two
weeks'
old
eight
kittens
attend, aceording to officers. of ffs,both long time employees
Sullivan, Mrs. James Stabler. Tuesday with Jerri Andersen, 40601, while he _is in Frankfort
future earth reare free to persons for pets. For and-Mrs. Dan Shipley.
the club
of the bank.
sources technotogy.satellites
for the legislative session.
953-7932.
phone
information_ call 753-2247.

during the recent prelegislative
session would have to reinforce
this view.
Yes, many legislators were
looking for fun. Yes, the lobbyists were out in force and
armed with liquid refreshments
and soothing talk.
But the same thing goes on at
scientific, medical or Other
high-type conventions. Merely
substitute salesmen for lobbyists.
What the seeker could find
...staa_new legislators who were

Sen. Hattie

-Tax1 Books

They

Candidacy

enibtrs
Initiated
Rotaty.

Now ODen

Mel Purcell Wins-Sugar
Bowl Tennis Tournament

-Library. Hours
Are Announced

Rainfall For
Year Listed
By Observer

dalism
To
Repo
Machinery

Fire-Rescue Rifle Reported
Unit Holds Stolen Sunday
Dinner Meet

$225,000
Sought in
Civil Suit

Eddyville inmates_
Escape On Saturday

Statewide -Officers
Are Sworn In Today

Kappa Department
Meets On Tuesday

Faxon Mothers To
Meet On Wednesday
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Nine Persons CitedFor The City COM

Rep. Kenneth Imes
Now In Frankfort
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The Ind

tit Farmer

direct remedies.
DALL
Figures show a deep and con- tic and
hundrek_ of thoufor
Yet
'AP Farm Writer
.P. Williams, President (.1941-1
tinuing drop in the farm popu-,
63)
of small„, low-income
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
-NE,Iowa rAP - Times lotion that was more than 307-Gene- McCutcheon, -News- Editor and Production Manager
iOt.t in wage
supermany
tough
on
number
,
so
-are
million in 1940. The
motethan a
• We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
help
would
rates
abundant American !arms that dropped to 15 million in 1960
or Publis-Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best insimilar hike in the corn price.
ata
_t_arest of our readers.
'corn-raiser Leon Todd thinks a and today fewer than 10 million
.-wanace Witmer'Co,4509 Madison Ave..
—7-1Itationat IkeisiratentatfverThese are the farmers who
good drought- might- -imPr
rsons live on fewer than
Tn.
sne 0._Life_Bldct...tiew _York, N.Y.; Stephenson _Eldg., work at jobs in nearby
must
conditions.
Three million farms_ .By
- Detroit, Mich.
F.
Meet.
Subscription Rata': _Ey_ carrier Its Murray: 5.3.5 per week.$IM per
Record harvests,tricludiersur 'about seven million persons are- toianite Make-ends
"rftSCifitts,$10.20 per veer.
Canoway Farmers
in
the
lowest-income
overflowing corn my, were expected to live on a remaining
_
,„
$7.50 per year; other destinations witbin 150 miles of Murray, $15.00
-category computed by the govPer Year; more than 150 miles from Murray,$uroo per year. All mail
binned' this year. But grain two million farms.
subscriptions plus 5 percent state tai'.
erment are those who sell 82,r";,
inflation
down
and
priceS
are
a
drop
-in--theBut despite
.
Entered daily-at the Post Office, Murray, Keritskky, for trarit.rnissienhas boosted costs.
number of farmers, politicians 500 or less in crops or livestock
as Second Class matter.
Despite this year's record are showing a renewed interest annually. As a group they acThe Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
-18••4
,•
'
•?•00,1-"
output, net farm income for in their plight as they look to count for about 40 per cent of
is the Integrity of its Newspaper
1971 is not expected to exceed election year. Although only 5 all the farmers in the country,
MONDAY-JANUARY 3, 1972
Last year's $15.7 billion.
per cent of the national popu- but produce less than three per
A result of stagnant
tion, farmers, aided by small cent of the nation's food and fi.
is often hardship amid plenty- towns which depend on them, her,
•...
Atlhe other end of the scale
ar
for the independent farmer- can figure strongly in state and
whether he Works his land full -congressional races.
-- are bigger farmers who gross
time or muit have a second job
LEDOIER
The National Education In- $40,000 a year or more from
Illtisrato make ends meet- - stitute for Agriculture said that- selling crops and livestock. AlDeatiss reported are Mena Clanton, age 65, of Hazel on
ews -the rim-id-his -in the 1970 elections Democrats-- though representing hisa:than
--M-Tarrt4. mber 30 and I. E. Albritten,-age 88, of New Providence. current corn crop as a burden. had a net gain of nine seats in eight per cent of the farmers
- lbe first-baby to qualify in the First Baby of 1962 contest was a
would take to snap
the- -House -of Representatives they produce more than half •
r•
baby gii-I, born January 2, to Mr. Eind Mrs. Joe Pat McCallon,- oistraf:at would be drought
of those were from .ille.C901.(044e§Last year neaiirrizrullion
•411% South 8th Street, Murray.
year," he added in an- inter- predominantly farm districts;
-- -Retiring Calloway County Clerk Randal Patterson in his year
view.
Farmers'impact on presiden- persons were in the lowest-in-end reportto the Depai burnt of Fish and Wildlife Resourees,-said "And that wouldn't help in tial elections is harder to come farm category. The averthat total income from the sale of licenses for hunting, fishing,
the near future," the Boone gauge; but most farm states age net income from the sale of
I FRECENCE
"
and trapping amounted to $26,860.00 for the year.
fanner added,outlining a prob- went for President Nixon in the products from each -Of the
small farmers was $1,059, A!
- lain that affects-him and many 1968 election,
Bobby Foy,son of Mr. and Mrs. S. V. Foy of Murray, has been
Ins-fellow-farmers; _
--recalled to active service with the Anned.Forces,and is stationed
is so diveree
w :- the same time, however, offfi Because
jobs returned an avenge_
"I don't want to be a cry
- SoFort Meade,Md.He and his wife,along with Ma's June Foy and
but in 1950 I sold corn for plain financially. For example, , of nearly $8,000- each.
Mr.read Mrs. William Foy and children, all of Lexington,and Mr.
Farmers interviewed about
$1.45 or $1.50 a buslierThree when an Iowa -farmer raises a
and Mrs.Ted Howint-and-olliktrerrof-LoneOak are- • •
a • •", aa.0
t -conditions expressed
ears later I bought a brand bumper corn crop and sells
parents.
views ranging from deep-seated
new tractor for $2,400, Now,
-foriess than $1 per -bushel
same tractor will cost $7,000 or gets less than many experts worry to Mild concerm--$8,000 and -etirnia worth a -dot; stilt otits him to produce---- -Next: Delimmas of family
Jar."
But that may be a-- hards/W _fiRrruct
LEDGER A TIMES NM
President Nixon has prom- only on the farmer who grows
ised relief for farmers and gov- corn to sell as grain. A neighFlt swept through the home of Dr. Hal Houston, Main Street;
ernment economists say things bor who raises cattle or hop
yesterday morning about-five o'clock killing Mrs. Houston and
will get -better next year. Agri- and needs to buy feed may be
critically burning Dr. Houston,Two of the childien,-Hal, Jr., age
- nature Secretary Earl L. Butz, joyous over 95-cent corn if live14, and Gayle, age nine, escepted-onto the-roof and were taken a-controversial new face in the stock prices are right.
By Anthony Harrigan
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And at the present time the
Tenn.,
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SeuSisimuStates Industrial, Council Ainerieaiereimestrian
But Democratic critics say brighter outlook. Prices of fat- JUN) -- A new luxury cruise
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-tradition
treasurer ofthe Woodmen of the World Life Insurance Society at
-TtirrTi-Fight is a result of tened cattle are currently near ship, the
will be • portrItyed in a an ihe
Onialiaalabre, for the past two years, has been appointed
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REDISCOVERING COMMUNITY
at
original
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pageant
executive vice.president.
NEW'YORK CITY - Among underground newspapers Opryland U.S.A. when it opens Butz, challenged in Senataccat- even hogs, which did poorly on Mrs. Willy Brandt, wife of the
CtarlatrJ„-ROber8c--son of-Mr; -and Misk-;Ben - H. Roberts,
Published here is a sheet entitled "EverYthing For Everybody." her April 29, 1972. It will be one firmation proceedings for _ his the market earlier this year, West German chancellor,- acs
graduated(min Naval Aviation Structural Mechanic School at theThis apparently also is the name of a minor political and social Of two trained animals shows previous ties with the agricul- may be making a strong price cording to Horace G.Craddock,
emphis, Tenn. Naval Air Technical Center,iiipresident of Flagship Cruises,
movement.The eruely printed paper has leftwiog editorials but, the _ 115-acre _entertainment ture-industry, has no great feel- eCimeback.
_
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and Mrs.Clifford Smith,Murray,took place on December 19.
An Associated Press survey crops or livestock but keep the, ship will begin its trans
painters and reapir men, people who want help or who seek - produced and
staffed by Loretta
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1 I Revampingifotirlitchen

By VIVIAN BROWN
Newsfeatares Writer
In re-doing her ewe-kitchen,
Maggie Murphy; test-kitchen
speeialist,lomat out it-isn't as
The Lottte Moon Group of the
simple as one-would think. She
First Bandit church will meet
• operates a cooking school
By RENA M. PEDERSON lanky singer. said. "As =itch and writes cookbooks, her most
at the baffle of Mrs. Odelle
DALLAS_(UPI)-Jack Jones bad luck as I've had with recent being "Fondue, Chafing
Vance at 7:30 p.m.
_
!pekes his living tinging beauti- women,.1 still love and respect Dish and Casserole Cook ,
to her kitcffen is a vital part of
The Kathleen Jones Group•of ful, sad songs about love that them.
her business.
.
the First Baptist Church will didn't work out. But Jones, who
A Predictioa
"After my experience I wonMeet at the home of Mrs. In the process of the third "I predict that in the next 200
•
414
Lucille Thurman at 7:15 pin. divorce, still thinks -marriage years, If our society has not der how other women, who are
halts future,
,••
become a Roman empire and not so strongminded or so expeBy Abigail Van Buren
"I love women
much," he fallen on its face, marriage will rienced as I am working in
Chapter M of the P.E.O.
kitchens, ever gets one she
Siatarboot will meet at the • said. "I 1Kve the May they still be around and Mgt just wants," she commented:
DEAR ABBY: Ivan married at 16, and 1$ months later
thlnkj
lovif their(*Many." fine for most People." - •
borne of Mrs. Frank_ Albert
gave tertirto a baby boy. When he was four months old!
In redoing their 30-year-old
His Marriage to Gretchen However, the singer said, "I kitchen, she and her husband
Stithbleffeld at 7:30 p.m.
divorced my husband tqr a very good reason, and moved
Roberta an airline stewardess don't think it will be mandatory decided to gut it completely andback with my parents., I've supported myself and my baby
The Olga Hampton Baptist from- Dallait, will be dissolved in society to he moreiedri•
start from scratch. The house is
since I wits It
Women of the sinking siring somethne-next month. He was Jones think& a _let of a reproduction of an early Cape
I am now 21 and very much in love with a 25-year-old
church is scheduled to meet at married before to Lee La- marriage reforms are necessa- Cod.
fellow I met at work. He's crazy about my son, says be
"My first negotiations were
Maggie Murphy's ides of a compact
ry and would be ,heelthy _for
but the.re is a problem. I
of his
loves me and wants to
the thuteltat-sevenit.m: - with a New-York-designer
year-old daughter, and to society.
met his parents who seemed to like use, but his mother
whisse plans were too elaboactress Jill St. John.
wants to see proof at my 'divorce. She told her tan that she
"The beat way for marriage tate, nest, I went to a highly
ners, and she -didn't want a dining room. A buffet with a tall
Theediy, Janiuu7
"I think marriage is still to be a beautiful thing 'and advertised kitchen planning and spray-with the kitchen sink,cupboardhas china and glass.
has a "funny feeling" that-l-emenezermartred.
The Goshen United Methodist
After much inquiry at hard- The cabinets were ordered Abby, I have documented Prod of my divorce but as a
ChurCh WSCKwill meet at the something that can wort," the continue sts a -tradition in b 'Wing service. It was a disware and lumberyards she fi- from a catalog.
matter of principle I refuse to prove anything to her. She
civilizet-antlety-lx-for some
church at seven p.m.
'
issim-to do _Even.gaglgjpite tIleught
can think whatever she wants to think. My boyfriend is
the legal hangups to be thrown and a careful explanation of my
• out carefully.
- --begging -me to show her the meal mid -get it over-id&
needs, their representative the work.
away," he said.
The Women's Society of
kdyiwtoAher women who
For example, she forigot So
DIVORCED AND NO LIAR
What should I do?
For iiiritinlileyheiildT "Many cam!up-with impossible plans:Christian Service of the first
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United
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DEAR DIVORCED: Nothing. If his mother has a "taain style, he said, and he decided to make a plan and then hire moved to accommodate a new
financialeettlements.
meet • at ten a.m. in Hale
----ay-fooling!! you wetewever married, let her try- to prow it.
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my cookbook collection someone who will execute the oblong table that was replacing,
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and child support that Is if it
chapel, The -executive comshould be within doors over the ideas and provide skill and tech- a round one, "but it /isn't too
mittee will meet at nine-a:in:in Itra.1111rWilliams openedher
't wt out, then .they're
noticeable that it is off center,"
I told him that it .Inca& knowledge if-needed.
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of Christian Service of the Coles aspects just cause bitterness
Like most women size want- The working areittis 7 feet 4 1/2
As a mother of a teen-ager-I-know bow easy it is to be
Inches by 13 feel6 1/21aches.
place for one of her favorite
The Jessie Lis:heir* Circle of Camp Ground united Methodist and _greed."_
ed
a
•
cheerful
suitkitchen,
one
critical of today's____n-agers [particularly with the hassle
pieces-of- -equipment
.
'"The 94,ot kItcherrrntrriter
the First Presbyterian Church Church.
may sound like I'm bitter, ed to her needs. After that if
so matrysof usbavewith our children over their long hair).
-on theleft as ithe,walica toward meat grinder. She attaches it to
style
could
will meet at the home of Mrs.
he
worked
in,
but-I'm
fine.
not,
be
added.
A potluck supper was Belied
We need to be reminded of the importance of relating to
the cooking center. Also on the her step stool when she needs it. •
Oils McNelis at 1:30 p.m.
Spends Time on Road
, Her kitchen was dark so she _left
at six-thirty o'clock in the
our young people and making them feel welcome in our
next to the cooking area are. The kitchen sink ineludeta
wanted
counters, cupboards
evening with Rev James ' Jones, who's spent 14 of his
the cookbooks. Spices are be- spray, and beeause there was a
homes. Will you please print it again? HARRISBURG,PA.
Murray Assembly' No. 19 Griffith, Church pastor, asking 33 years!!! show business, said and a floor covering in light low. Spice-grinder, measuring
time factor she decided to covhe is on -the road 40 weeks of i.olors and she didn't want any- cups, tea pot and casseroles are er the hole witba soap dish. The _
Order of the Rainbow for Girls the blessing.
DEAR MOTHER: Yes. And here it is:
thing
hanging
from
theiceiling
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
The program entitled "Silver
- the-year.
to obstruct light. She wanted an on a shelf above Thecooking plumber suggested using a hand
lotion dispenser. and she's glad
seven p.m.
"
Of Our Second Best". was The son of singer Alan'Jones, electronics cookinarcenter and unit.
DEAR ABBY: I am almost L5 _and I think I know why
The right wall has -platinum- - "it is one of the handiest
presented by • Mrs. lames he knows show business life and a narrow work- space between
kids end up in parked cats doing what they shouldn't.
The Murray TOPS Club will Griffith, Mrs. Romer Fred said it seems to be a built-in- appliances,-and counters with finish birch cabinets, window, things in tie kitchen"
Boys have started coming to my house along with girls,
dishwasher, sink and coanter,
meet at the Health Center at Williams, Mrs. Ned Coleman, risk and handicap for mania- everythnig within reach.
and-say-Dad is airsolk..r.aulamoins alma the !vim,
control
_ she had decidest-.Aswasables space. Next to the sink is.the Shower
seVeltsp.us.
Strouse,and BIM'
not having any 'privacy any more. I have always
Miii'aiiiiu
,
Bath and shower controls
were
a
nuisance,
corner
cupJones
said
he's
above
working
on
a
refrigerator-freezer
my girl friends to my house to watch TV, or just to talk, or
Charlie Lassiter.
are now available that enTuesday, January 4
A short business meeting as hitlf4iour Musical show for next boards a waste - it-always which she stores foil. ti-ax paper
to make lempnade and stuff, but this year it's different.
able you to preset the tem7 Group I of the CWF of the held.- Sunshine friends wer year and hopes to do more seemed difficult to find any- and plastic film.
Sometimes I "think Dad hates' see me grow up. perature before turning on
The 9-foot counter A djoins the
First chrislian Church will revealed and names were summer stock and more thing in the inaccessible corthe water. I'd rather have a boy-Mine'to MY"house tbarrgo out on
movies.
meet with Mrs. Henry Holton at drawn for the new_year:'
a date with one and I should think my Dad would prefer
ten a.in. The program and
that,-too. But if be keeps grumbling about the TV program
Members preaent were "In the future I Plan to learn
i
-this business.as
warshili will be by Mrs.-Wayne
we're watching- instead of going to watch the other TV, he'll
Griffith, as much ar
I
can,
spe
some
Sheeks.
time on My
make my friends self-conscious and they Won't come back,
Charlie
MeHomessaaniesFred-railhaZOL.
and I won't want to stay home evenings either.
LassiterySlandley Letterman, botit'ind," he pulled out the
Group If of the CWF of the Ned,,aileman, Fred Lovett, grinAgain, "of course, go out
We live in a small town and except for movies, where
First Christian _Church Vrill
can we go that doesn't cost a lot more than kids our age
.ce Norman '011ie Hale -1with •lots of girls."
meet with Mrs. Ruth Clopton at
have to spend? Most of my friends have the same bottle
aymond Wrather, Tre
two p.m.Mrs.R.H. Robbins and McCuiston, Marvin Sco
with their folks. They say we make toe much noise, our,
and
Mrs. Lessie Pickard "17
dances are silly, our ideas are: kooky. They erttithe our
give Bill Williams.
hair, and clothes and our choice of friends. No wonder kids
the lesson and MO.- Gladys
Visitors were ,e•V. Griffith,
want cars! They want to get as far away from home as
Farina the devotion.
Gwenith Crouse; Kathy Scott,
possible.
Tina Williams, and Carol
I really don't want to go off in a car with a boy. I just
The Annie Armstrong Gitoup Letterman.
want a place where my frienda can come and have fun and
of the First Baptist Church will
Thenext regular meeting will A new trash compactor,
act like teen-agers without feeling guilty about being one.
meetat the home of Mrs. Edgar be held on Wednesday, January which can be installed as a freeTo my way of thinking, it's better to have room to move
Shirley at 7:30 p.m.
17, at seven p.m.
standing or a built-in unit,is the
around, play games, and make fudge than to run .off some •
latest addition to the Tappan
place in a car because, if you keep driving, you getAo
The Kappa Departmentof the
.Division full-line of kitchen
speeding just for fun, and if you park somewhere; you
Murray Woman's Cloh will
appliances.
might just go too far if you azin't careful.
meet at the club house at 7:30
Unlike most /Competitive
I wonder how many kids who end up 03'trouble had•• p.m. with -Dr. Frank Kodman
medels, the Tapplan compactor
these same thoughts and tears? I wish you would tell parand Mrs. Harold McReynolds
features a single reduction
ents, Abby, that we kids aren't bad. We just want to get
as speebtj-guests. Hostesses
drive, single reduction screw
together, and home is our favorite spot, if only we were
will be Mesdames Charles
quieter
for
mechanism
made to feel welcome.
- SPEAKING FOR TEENS
•Thetnas,Rex Thompson, James The
Women's Society of operation. A circular ram and
,
:Sullivan, James Stabler, and
Christian Service of the one-third horsepower motor
DEAR ABBY: I am a beauty operator, and every
Dan Shipley.
Russell's Chapel United provide up to 3,000- the. comChristmas my steady customers give me Christmas gifts,
Methodist
Church held its paction force which reduces
most of which I can't use. I am really touched by -their
Wednesday, January 5
December
meeting
at the home trash to less than one-fourth its
generosity, but if they only knew how much more-t would The Baptist Women of Flint • Mies. TOhf
HopsorLwith
Mrsi Bernal volume, •
appreciate the cash instead.
Baptist Church will meet at the Rosezella Outland, president,
The compactor (Model 52I don't want to corite off sounding grabby, but some of
Church at aeven.
.110) included e_durable vinyl
giving
the
welcome.
my customers spend ;to or more on sotne useless little
Mrs. Mellie Hopaon, spiritual toli and acrylic enamel side
The Cherry Corner Baptist
doodad which I either put away until 1 lave a garage sale,
leader,
presented a beautiful panels to provide a finished
Church
Baptist
Young
Women
or find somepne to give it to.
spiritual
table setting with a appearance for end-of-counter
will meet at the church at seVen
I wish these nice people- - would realise thid they
portrait Of Christ, Hands, and A -or -free-standing installation,
p.m.
wouldn't insult me if they gave me a dollar or two instead.
tree with the When used as a' built-in, the
Christmas
It would save them the trouble of shopping and gift %napbeing
"Aren't We vinyl top is removed and the
meaning
pies, and we'd both be happier.
The Faxon Mothers Club will Thankful We Are Living This compactor will slide under the
Most of the operators I work with feel exactly the same
meet at the Faxon School at 1:45 Christmas". Prayer was led by kitchen countertop.
about the gifts they get. Thanks for letting me sound off,
pin.
Safety features include_ a key
Mrs. L.E. McCord, WSCS
Abby. All mrcustomers read your column, so maybe if you
lock to keep youngsters from
district
officer.
The
Administrative
Board
of
print this, next year things will be different. Thatik.i, pal.
District officers introduced starting the compactor, and an
the First United Methodist
BEAUTY OPERATOR
were
Mrs. McCord and Mrs. electrically operated Interlock
Church Will have its regular
the unit cannot be operated
DEAR OPERATOR: Your letter makes sense. Next
dinner meeting at 6;30 p.m. at Maurice Ryan. They thanked so
when the door is open.
WSCS
the
Russell's
Chapel
for
year may bring you a "green" Christmas. Good luck!
the church.
A glide-out drawer rolls fullincreasing their missions fund
and too for their support of the out,and includes a circular high
•
impact nylon bin so there are no
district.,
The WSCS of Russell's Chapel corners to collect dirt, and so
honored Mrs. Mellie Hopson the spastic trash bag can be
with a life membership, and in easily lifted straight up and out
memory of Mrs. Matte Cook when full.
The new compactor is
gave a gift to missions.
Refreshments were served by -available in four appliance
Mrs. Toni Hopson and Mrs. colors, copper, white, avocado
Shirley Garland from the lovely and harvest gold, and includes
built-in leveling legs to adjust
decorated.table.
-Members present were 'for 'uneven floors.
Mesdames' Lora Wilkinson,
Ethel Walker, Ruby Harris,
Barbera Brown,Mellie Hopson,
agetkrts.r ilktexS Raoldr{
Shirley Garland; Rosezella
CLEMSON GIRL
Jt. TO'S if 134r5rrotis
Outland, and Toni Hopson.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Clemson
Visitors
attending
were of Farmington Rte. One are the
Mesdames Gussie Geurin, parents of a baby girl, Meggan
Bobbie Cook, Iva Alford, and. Diane, weighing six pounds two
Louise Short. Special guesis. ounces, born on Wednesday,
were the,district officers, Mrs. December-29, at 10:46 a.m. at
Mayfield, Ky.
Maurice Ryan and Mrs. L.E. the Murray-Calloway County
)111:\i; Pl„1/A
MY l-llli)
Hospital.
24: 6941
A special Stanley party was
The new father issmployed at
held after the close of the Kan-Tuck Territory.
meeting.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Southside Shopping Center
The next meeting will be held Mrs. William Clemson'of Akron,
on Monday,-January 17, at 1:30 Ohio, and Mr. and Mrs. Charles
All Sales Final
No Exchanges
p.m. at the church. Each Oddo of Cleveland, Ohio. Great
meither
-Mrferid-Mre
twelve inch square which will Charles Clemson of Akron,
▪ later be made into a quilt. One Ohio, and Mr. and Mo. 0. C.
quilt is finished by the group. White of Morgantown, West Va.
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braska Puts Perfect Finish
TO Perfect Season In Bowl

KINNEY SCORES ON PLUNGE—Wired:a hallbeek J
KIIMey plonips'averlhe gad frosalith yardaimitiaessiathe
first tosebdowa in the Ormgrtirlit game ARCAlillidft-

By ALEX SACHARIE —
Associated Press Sports Wilier_
Unbeaten Nebraika_Seeln4._
any question abou.who!Ji.
- In college football by,M11,34111
tea 38-6 trium
ranked—and previously unbea en—Alabama in the Orange
Botta Saturday night,./
"This is one of the greatest
teams ever to play football,"
boasted Nebraska Coach Bois
Devaney.
His counterpart at Alabstaa,
Paul "Bear" Bryant, agreed
"They are-one of the greatest—if not the greatest—teams
I've ever seen," Bryant said.
"We were beaten soundly _
far superior team. Most of the
time they just toyed with us."Nebraska—finishing its season 13-0 and stretching its win..
ning streak to 23 games and its
undefeated skein to 32—overwhelmed Alabama in the first
half. The Cornhuskers exploded
for four touchdowns within
eight minutes, 12 seconds of the
first half on offense, while
smothering Alabama's wishbone attack on defense.
In other New Year's Day
Bowl-ptnek third-ranked Oklagatiffday eglit-Starvin-BanswilkilgliL—isat-gaird-fea-thohoma
—roared Id a 31-0 halftime
-Crimson Tide.
lead, then coasted past Auburn
4AP Wire!**
•
40-22 in the Sugar Bowl; sophomore Rod Garcia booted a 31ABA
yard field goal with 12 seconds
East Division
left to give Stanford a 13-12 up-W. L. PeL G.B. set victory over No. 4 Michigan
Kentucky
309.769 —
in the Rose Bowl and Penn
Virginia
25 15 .625 5'
State, trailing 6-3 at the half,
Floridians
1821- 482:13.
Surged back to outscore Texas
New York
16 23 .410 14
27-0 in the second half and take
Pittsburgh
17 25 .405 141
/
2 a 30-6 decision over the LongStaubach got a bloodied elCarolina
13 28 .317 18
horns in the Cotton Bowl.
bow and was asked If he sufWest
Division
In Friday contests, Colorado
fered it on one of his scramUtah
29 10 .744 —
whipped Houston 29-17 in the
bles.
Indiana
23 17 .575 6/
1
2 Astro-Bluebonnet Bowl,Georgia
"I think I got it when I came
Denver
_16
21
.432
12
off the field and coach (Torn)
squeaked past North Carolina 7Memphis
16 23 .410 13
Landry bit me," Staubach jok3 in the Gator Bowl and the
Dallas
15 26 .366_
West
r
Landry,said Stanbartes- w
--Fdday's Results—
'squad edged the East 17-13 in
scrambles certainly aren't
Kentucky-114;Carolina 106
the East-West Shrine Game.
Indiana 104, New York 100
planned,
The final Associated Press
Denver 106..hfelnPhis 91
"He runs enough without any
national rankings will not be
Utah 115, Dallas 103
plays," smiled Landry.
released until Tuesday, but the
Only games scheduled
San Francisco coach Dick
Cornhuskers left little doubt
_.
Saturday's Results
Nolan said, "Roger's scramabout who'll grab the top spot.
N9 games scheduled
bling certainly helped."
Jerry ` Tagge masterfully
(
Sunday's Results
Linebacker -Frank . -Nunley..
Kentucky 116, New York 84
added,"I think he's-soinetimes'
Floridians 119, Utah 113
overlooked as a great passer
Denver 103, Dallas 84
becluse people think of him as
Only games scheduled
a scrambler. He's a great passMonday's Games
er."
No games scheduled
And Nunley predicted, -DalTuesday's Games
las is going to win the Super
Virginia at Floridians
Bowl, There's no doubt in my
Carolina at•Pittsburgh
mind."
Kentucky at Denver
Dallas limited San Francisco
Indiana at Dallas
to nine first downs and interUtah at Memphis
cepted Brodie three times.

Dallas Cowboys To Travel To
Super Bowl For Second Year
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
later left the game with an inAssociated Press Sports Writer jur•-•--knee, crashed across
DALLAS (AP) — A bloodied from one-yard out for the
young quarterback on his way latiehdoWn.
to stardom and a veteran, deDallas' 7-0 lead held up until
fensisie end fighting for hialob Bruce Gossett kicked a 2(c7ard
keyed the perennial "Next)
41.eld goal to make it 7-2 in the
_Year's Champion" Dallas Cow- third:period.
,
.boys into the Super Bowl Sun- -ndrie, who had shared duty
;.clay for the second consecutive this year with-Pat Toomey,
said, "It was just an impulsive
Quarterback Roger Staubach, play. We had studied San Fran:.7a three-year man from Navy, cisco's screen plays. We were
-acramblecl San Francisco dizzy blitzing and I just saw the
a 14-3 National Conference screen coming. Brodie threw
title victory in Texas Stadium the ball right to me. I don't
and defensive end George An- think he saw me."
kirie made the big defensive
Andrie was tackled by Brodie
and took severe ribbing from
play.
"Look out Super Bowl," said his teammates.
Cowboy tackle Bob Lilly.
"George didn't wait for my
"Some fans sort of ridiculed block," said Dallas' other deour play last year and I think fensive end Larry Cole.
we have something to prove."
Staubach finally took some
' There
was little dis- pressure off the Doomsday Defappoirunent among the Cow- nese with an 80-yard drive in 14
boys players that they ,would plays deep in the fourth quarnot get a chance for revenge ter.
against Baltimore in the Super
Staubach, who had guided
, Bowl and instead would play
Dallas to nine consecutive vicMiami.
"We never really cared about tories, nailed tight end Bill
life opponent," said linebacker Truax for 22 yards on a crucial
.Le Roy Jordan. "-I said last third-and-four situation at the
--7-year we would be back. And we Dallas 45-on the drive.
Then the former Heisman
i:are going to do it this time."
• Andrie's interception of a Trophy winner scrambled ,for
John Brodie pass and his six- eight yards—his fifth run of the
yard run to the 49er two-yard day against the 49ers. Nine
line ip the second quarter was Thomas climaxed the drive
s the defensive gem of bitterly with a two-yard touchdown run.
"I was having a hard time
'fought game. Calvin Hill, who
the way San Francisco was
double teaming both receivBACKACHE,—
ers," Staubach said. "The ball
HOW TO EASE IT.
was taking off on me. I (bitn't
IN 12 HOURS, back at
any
18 not pliased. your 48c
want to put it up for an interintros countyr. Take 3 GENTLE IFIU•NE1S lablri• in one day to increase ception. Remember, I'm just a
eortel si enlat, pas•aor and to EASE
• name). young guy."
:RACKACHF. Now at (dralet.

p..

Penn State Shackles
Texas Longhorns 30-6
By RALPH BERNSTEIN
Associated Press Sports Writer
DALLAS (AP) — Whether
they want to admit it or not,
Coach Joe Paterno and his
Penn State Nittany Lions
struck a blow for Eastern football New Year's day that was
seen and heard around the nation.
Penn State shackled the
Texas Longhorns' awesome

All Long
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I
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19
Pam $ 1

Special Lasts Thiu January 31
FREE Pickup and Delivery

College Cleaners
1411 Olive Blvd.

A

Phone: 753-3852

Wishbone attack and blew_ the
Southwest Conference champions out of the Cotton'Bowl 306 before 72,000 fans and a national television audience
There was a hint that the sly
Paterno had lulled the Longhorns into a sense of false security.
Paterno cried for a week that
his' poor Lions weren't ready
for the Cotton Bowl game. He
talked about, Texas as if the
. Longhorns were the German
Wehrmacht marching through
Poland in World War II. Penn
State, however, belied itscoach's fears, holding Texas
'without a touchdown for the
first time in 80 games and seven years.
While its defense was chewing up the Wishbone, Penn
State's offense ripped for 27
second-hall points to erase a 6-.1
halftime deficit and pest, the
most lopsided Cotton Bowl victory since Oklahoma A&M
routed Texas Christian 34-0 in
Senior linebacker Gary Gray,
speaking about Paterno's pregaffie lament, said "Coach Paterno might have been fibbing
a little. Actually, we defens,A
the thing (Wishbone) pretty
good in practice. I can't blame
the each though. Suppose we
lost by 45 points. What could he
have said?"
All-American halfback Lydell
Mitchell, who gained 146 yards
on 27 carries,.and scored One
touchdown, also said Paterno
should get an academy award
for his pre-game act.
"I think Joe tried to use Toy.
cholpgy on the other people,''
said MitchOU amid the hubbub
of the IiittanY LAone dressing
room. "Deep down in hl i heart
he knew we could do the job. If
not we wbuldn't be here."

i
1:"Miltala
kt

guided the Nebraska-difense to were audib
28-0 halftime lead, capitalM
'
ehtgazl bad laieif a
,
1Z
On
eat miscues
141
-Johnny Rodgers
•
most dec.
trwilarnea
ying play',
a 77-Yard punt return in the first quarter for NeNEW YORK (UPI)..--P;olesbraska's second touchdown.
sional Football Commissioner
And_all the while, Nebraska's Pete Rozelle said Sunday he
defense stifled Alabama quar- opposed legalized betting on
terback Terry Davis, running football games because players
back Johnny Musso and their might be tempted to play by
teammates.
gamblers'point spreads instead
"I guess we hit a little too of playing for the maximum
tough and a little too quick," possible score.
said
All-American
middle
"I don't ever want to see the
guard Rich Glover, a 234-pound day when a whole new
terror on defense for Nebraskat- generation of fans exists which
Meanwhile, in the other lock- will sit in e stadium and boo a
er room, Mosso sat vAlb Vead—Umme --rean
—i-Tor sitting Onbowed and moaned:
four-point lead and not covering
"We were so bad."
the point spread," Rozelie Said
• Jack Mildren, the most valu- in television interview on CBS's
able player in the Sugar Bowl, "Face the Nation" program.
quarterbacked
Oklahoma's
Rozelle and former CommisWishbone offense to perfection sioner Bert Bell have realized
as the Seoners whipped No. 5 that large sums are bet on
Auburn. Mildren led the Soon- professional football games
ers to 439 yards rushing, per- every week, but the league
sonally picking tin 149 yards on constantly warns players and
30 carries, including touchdown officials of the threat to the
runs of five, lour and seven integrity of the game presented
yards.
by gambling.
Pat Sullivan, Auburn's ReisRozelle said pro football's
man Trophy-winning--quarter- anti-gambling policy also exback, completed 20 of 44 passes tended to the owners. He
for 250 yards and one touch- revealed that polygraph -(11e
down, but was held in check by detector) tests had been given.
the -Sooner defense until the to executives of franchise clubs,
third quarter, by which time but no owners had been
Oklahoma had built up a 34-0 discovered gambling. If they
lead.
had been, he said, they would
"There is no doubt they are have faced the same penalties
the biggest, strongest, finest —fines and suspensions —faced
looking team I've seen," Sulli- by various players over the
van raved.
years for alleged betting. No
The field goal by Garcia in player ever has been charged
the Rose Bowl climaxed a dra- with conspiracy to fix a game,
matic last-minute drive engi- however.
neered by Stanford quarterback
Florae also defended the
Don Bunce.
controversial Christmas Day
Taking over with 1:48 -re- divisional playoff games which
mauling to play; Bunco moved have been criticized as disrupthis learn 78 yards in eight ing family celebrations. "If we
plays, including five complete were to manipulate the scheposses for 66 yards.
dule to exclude Christmas
"We were really pulling some games, teams would not have
plays out of the air at the end," had sufficient preparation, late
Biince said after the game. "I afternoon games would have
was so excited I didn't even resulted and nearly everyone
know what I was calling. All would have been inconvethe plays on that last drive nienced," Rozelle said,

12-la
Rozelle Denounces
Legalized Betting*

"I don't think we ever had a
bigger win when we needed
one," said Perin State Coach_
Joe Paterno.
—
"They deserved to win in every -respeet,"- conceded -Texas
Coach
All-American tanning back
Lydell Mitchell gained 146
yards on 27 carries for Penn
State, including one-touchdown
on a one-yard run.

„ HOW S
teamm
yards for a
Sooners

Mil
Pas

Sophomore tailback Charlie
Davis gained 202 yards on 37
carries to pace Colorado in the
AstrOgsliiebormetnowl. Defense dominated the Cater
Bowl, with Jimmy Poulos scoring the game's only touchdown
on a 25-yard run. Poulos gained
161 yards for Georgia and was
voted the game's most valuable
player:- •

By J
NEW 0
lahoma q
ren strode
Sugar Bowl
and—even
game's Mc
award—pa
Trophy w
Auburn.
It was a
a classy
here all
quarterbat
one touchd
lahoma to
pionship.
"Pat
player, a
man Tro
"What Ed
out of pla
the award.
Maring
back,
Heisman
should hay
What Mi
the inesca
he—Mildre
fective of
although
passing fo
Mildren
with deft
around an
burn defe
downs an
to a 40-22
Coach
whose Ok
to top-ran

SMU's Gary Hammond threw
two touchdowns to lead the
West team to victory in the
47th annual Shrine East-West
game. Hammond also caught
two passes as a flanker and
played some at running back.

Bowl Scores
ORANGE BOWL
Nebraska 38, Alabama-6
ROSE BOWL
Stanford 13, Michigan 12
COTTON BOWL
Penn State 30, Texas 6
SUGAR BOWL
Oklahoma 40, Auburn 72

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE
WE'VE EVEN BEAT OUR STORE DISCOUNT POLICY
ENTIRE STOCK REDUCED FROM 25% TO 50% OFF
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lead late in the fourth quarter
on a safety when Ed Shuttlesworth tackled-Attars:mon
of Stanford in the rndLanar mid
zone. Ferguson was trying to
run back a short field goat-attempt.
Penn State, licking its
wounds after losing to Tennessee 31-11 in a nationally televised regular season finale,
made believers out of the
Texas Lnghorns with a powerful defensive effort: The Nittany Lions caused five Texas
fumbles and held the Longhorns without a touchdown—
something that had ,not hap-paned in 80 games.
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Miami Still Alive With
Trouncing Of Baltimore

quarter
Ed ShutFerguson
•ns' end
trying to
d goat'atking its
: to Ten• nally telen finale,
t of the
th a powThe Nitfive Texas
the Long, chdown. ..uut hap-
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York W'271'14.
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By WILL GRIMSLEY
"Can Miami beat the Cow- neededfive yards an thir4 Philadelphia 716 24 .400
AP Special Correspondent
boys? I don't know why not," down, we failed."
- 11 26 .297 14
.
Buffal°
MIAMI (API - Batten down said Baltimore's 38-year-old
Central Division
.The Dolphins produced a
the hatches, New Orleans. Fas- field general, Unitas. "They're textbook victory. They gave Baltimore
15 22 .405 ten your seat belts, Dallas Cow- a fine team. Griese is a good Unitas breathing room and then Cleveland
15 24 .385 I
boys. You haven't seen any- quarterback. They have a good stopped him cold when he
By THE ASSOCIATEDPRFSS and had 15 assists to lead the
14 25 .359 2.
Atlan_t44
thing yet.
When Artis Gilmore joined Floridians over Utah. Larrst____ rush. They don't make many ed to threaten. Their blocking taluu
"
u
-1° 27 176-5-The Miami Dolphins are Su- mistakes.
sylw decisive, their tackling •ICEtTERN_
NFEREKE._ the Kentucky Colonels this Jones added 27 points andirilIT
per Bowl bound, and they take
year, Dan Issel quickly nipped ren Jabali, 23 for the winnowThe 6-foot-8, 265-pound Bubba letsswift
Division
MNIVreet
7
i
32
ee
vicious,dn
i struckwith rnerci- milwa.uk
they
with them the hopes of the Smith, black, bearded and daztalk of possible friction.
Glen Combs scored 29 for the
downtrodden and the loudest, ed by the systematic destruc"I'm delighted," said last Stars, who fell behind by 18
27 10 730 4
The game was little more Chicago
wildest cheering section in pro- tion of the great Colts team, than eight minutes old when
23 17 575 9% year's co-rookie of the year in points in the second quarter
fessional football.
the American Basketball Asso- and were never able to recover.
was quick to agree.
15 24 .385 17
Griese faded back and arched a Detroit
The Dolphins, the one time
ciation. "With Artis on the
Rookies Mary Roberts, Dave
"You bet," said Smith. "But pass into the arms to wide rePacific Division
step-child of the American they gotta run the ball and they ceiver Paul Warfield on the Los Angeles 37 3 .925
team, I'll have more fun ... Robisch and Al Smith powered
Football League, keep bumping gotta rush the passer. They do Baltimore 40. Warfield, in full Seattle
23- 18 .561 -14% because the rebounding and Denver over Dallas.
off the big boys. And the people things like our team is famous stride, caught the ball over Golden St
Denver with 18
20 19 .513 16% scoring load won't be ao my
here on this- sub-tropical Penin- for doing, capitalizing on the Rick Volk's shoulder and then Houston
shoulders."
while
Inch had 14 and
14 26 .350 23
sula just keep on yelling, other team's mistakes and then won the race to the goal line-a Portland
It turned out he was right. 17 rebounds. Smith made each
9 32 .220 22%
There is room for Iwo start on of his 14 points in the final
screaming, bragging andwav- hitting when you got be &Mr-- 75-yard tbrust
kick.edLithettlefinGter0007
one team.
ing handkerchiefs until-the out- team groggy. They're good."----quarter.
sider fears his ears and nerves
The Gilmore-llo
'ibose three took advantage
The beaten giant-hours after his three extra points.
will surely pop,. _
Saturday's Results
the final score had gone on the
--4-been maltibg sweet music to- of Dallas' cold shooting as the
With...4:33 left kiln third Pe- ,
It's the 1969 baseball Mets scoreboard-still was unwilling nod, a Unitas pass to Eddie
New York 104, Cincinnati 94 "- gether and Sunday night helped winners led throughout. 'The
with palm trees, green sweat to believe that disaster had Hinton was tipped by defender
the hot Colonels waltz away Chaparrals only converted 30
Phoenix 114, Boston 104
from the New York Nets 116-84. per cent of their field goal atshirts and helmets.
Seattle 97, Buffalo 83
really struck.
Curtis Johnson. Safety Dick AnOn Sunday, it was time for
Issel scored 26 points and had tempts and their starters were
Only games scheduled
"It's a mystiry to me-I derson caught it in tbe air and;
the champion -Baltimore Colts
13 rebounds while Gilmore tall- held to a total of 37 points.
Results
dont understauctiVise mum- --uruzia great
—..,...„---SundaY,
the poised team of Johnny bled. in his beard, shaking his yards to score.
rnumuriPium148, Cleveland ied 16 and collected 11
Donnie Freeman was the only
b1ocilikr7Now it was 14-0.
rebounds. The dynamic duo did Dallas starter in double figures.
Unitas and gargantuan Bubba head. "I think this team is betThe Dolphins dealt the coup 119
all their damage early, letting- He had 22.
Smith-to get their come-up- ter than the one a year ago de grace in the last period,
Atlanta 116, Phoenix 111
the reserves mop up.
pence just as the Kansas City when we won. it's the best Bal- Larr, Csonka scoring from the
Detroit 109,'Houston 107
In other ABA contests, the
Chiefs got theirs in double over- timore team in the five years fivea
BuffBoston 113
1oa.122,
l-Ds Angeles
to waei
frfteirad.50-yard Griese pa s
time the week before.
Floridians defeated the Utah
Portland
on the squad.
alo 80
The Dolphins whipped the
Stars 119-113 and the Denver „Albin Valley Conference,Stand
"Yet these guys went out and
The eau% who hgd,..The cow:,....„ Only games scheduled
Colts 2P3-he firsl-sVuTfaul fé, beat us at Our own giine.'r
Rockets rlpp.1Da1Is10SW
Meidiffi-Gatnesisirt in the Super•Bowl here a
ings
-Don McCafferty, who moved -year ago-on -32-yard field iso•I
There were no games schedthe defending Nation-817w
• Milwaukee at New York
Games :hrough_Jan-1 (all
L.ague Champions since the up to head coach when Don by Jim O'Brien, played without
uled Saturday.. Only game scheduled
non-conference gamest).
The Colonels, who have won
Chicago Bears pulled one off Shula left the Colts to take over hard-running Norm Bulaich and
Tuesday's Games
W L Pet.
30 of 39 games this season and Tenn Tech
Dec. 5, 1965 and qualified to the Dolphins' meager fortunes with only partial service from
Philadelphia at Detroit
51.833
hold a 514-game lead over Vir- Mid Tenn
meet the Dallas Cowboys in the two years ago, offered his own workhorse Tom Matte, both inPhoenix at Chicago 41.800
Super Bowl pt New Orleans considered version of the upset.
Buffalo vs. Golden State at ginia in the East Division, took Murray
6 2 .750
an 8-0 lead at the start and nev- E. Kentucky
Jan. 16. "'They came up with the big
But it's doubtful that the Oakland
5 2 .714
er were threatened by the Nets. E. Term
Seattle at Houston
Dolphin fans fell into a state plays," he said,"and we didn't. staunchest Colts fan 'Would
4 2 .667
Rick
Barry
paced
of hysteria.
When we needed a field goal, think the two men's presence
New York Austin Peay
New York at Milwaukee
33.500
with 25.
Now nobody is shrugging off we missed. When we needed a Might have altered" VW- outAtlanta at Portland
W. Kentucky
45.444
Mack Calvin scored 32 Points Morehead
this brash band of former raga- pass, we didn't get it. When we come.
Only games scheduled,
2 4 .250
muffins, coached by Don Shula
and quarterbacked by Bob
Griese, five years out of Purdue-least of all the vanquished
Colts.
I

• win in ev• .ed .Texas

Ae#016#

HOW SWEET IT IS-Joe Wylie (22) of Oklahoma is hugged by
teammate Steve inhatiglmessy (18) after he returned a punt 71
yards for a touchdown In the Sugar Bowl New Year's day. The
Sooners coasted to a 40-22 victory.
1AP Wirephoto)
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Mildren Leads Sooners
Past Auburn Yesterday
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By JERRY ES7111'
polnliColk: for piloting th4
NEW ORLEANS(AP)-Ok- Sooner offensive scheme,
lahoma quarterback Jack Mild- "Mildren.is the best college
ren strode to midfield after the football player in America."
Mildren, a product of AbiSugar Bowl match with Auburn
and-even while accepting the lene, Tex., impressed writers
game's Most Valuable Player covering Sugar Bowl preparaaward-paid tribute to Heisman tions with his modest, but forTrophy winner Pat Sullivan of thright manner.
"One reason I went to OklaAuburn.
It was a classy conclusion to homa was because I thought we
a classy performance put on had a chance to win the nationhere all week by the senior al championship, but now that's
quarterback who came within out," Mildren said before the
one touchdown of directing Ok- game.
lahoma to a national championship.
"Pat Sullivan is some football
player, and deserved the Heisman Trophy," said Mildren.
"What Ed Marinaro said was
out of place. Sullivan deserved
the award."
LOS ANGELES (AP)- The
Marinaro, a Cornell running
back, finished second in the secret to scoring 40 points, says
Heisman voting and said he Gail Goodrich, is all in the
mind.
should have won.
"I worked hard at being-MenWhat Mildren left unsaid was
the inescapable conclu,sign that tally prepared for Acinight's
he-Mildren-was the more ef- games," said the Los Angeles
fective of the two quarterbacks, Leiters' pocket-sized guard aftalthough Sullivan wound up er his scoring spree had carried the Lakers past the Boston
passing for 250 yards. .
Mildren, a master of deceit 'Celtics 122-113 Sunday night for
with deft hands and feet, ran their 31st straight victory.
"I just wasn't ready td play
around,and through a quick Auburn defense for three' touch- against Seattle," said Goodrich
downs and 149 yards en route of his 12-point performance in
win No. 30 last Thursday night.
to a 40-22 victory.
Coach -Chuck Fairbanks, "I felt lethargic and slow. I
whose Oklahoma team lost only just wasn't mentally prepared.
to top-ranked Nebraska by four But tonight I felt good."

igen 12
.WL
xas 6
•WL
urn 72

Florida And St. Louis
Look For Second Titles
obe,

4.441

By BERT ROSENTHAL
Associated Press Sports Writer
Florida State and St. Louis
University, a pair of unheralded and unranked teams, begin their quest tonight for their
second holiday basketball tournament titles in one week.
Both play opening round
gam
. nament at Mobile, Ala., with
Florida State meeting Den=
ver and uqbeaten St. Louis facing South Alabama. • Florida State, an independent, has an 8-2 record, losing
only twice-to Hawaii in Honolulu, once in a controversial
forfeit 30-10-and the other time
81-76. The Seminoles, eligible
for post-season play for the
first time in four years after
being on probation * the
NCAA for recruiting- 'f*-fractions, won theprestigious
Far West Classic last week.
'St. Louis, which finighed in a
three-way tie for the Misc3uri
Valley ConfereneMitle last season but was beaten by Louisville
68-66 in a playoff, was net considered a championship contender this season. But the Ourprising Ilillikens have reeled off
five ootutebutive victories. Last.
week,. thiy won their won holiday tourney, their Mir-tournament championsiajp since the
Kentucky Invitational-WINO,
Rich Stallworth led the Billikens to the crown. In two
• ganilt he scored 37 points,
grabbed 24 rebounds, had 15 assits and was voted the tourna-m t's most viNable player.
King,
orida S te's
eading scorer- last
22.7 average, and
Royals, 13th in the nation last

year in rebounding, paced Florida State in the Far West Classic. Both were- named to the
All-Tournament team.
"Florida State is the best
team we've seen all season,"
said Oregon State Coach Rajph
Miller after the Seminoles had
edged the Beavers 73-72 in the

FA

With Our Extraordinary Blue Chip
SAVINGS ACCOUNT

Your Money Grows As You Complete
Your Stainless Steel Settings

He felt a great deal better
than Celtics Coach Tommy
fleipaohn, whose team rallied
frau a 30-point' second-half
deficit to within five but
couldn't-Catch up.
"The Lakers won this game
at the free throw line," he said.
"It's just unreal to me that we
only had eight free throws in
the first half and they had 27."
But just as damaging to the.'
Celtics, who lost their second
straight game after winning 10
in a row, was their own inaccuracy from' the floor. They
took 25 more shots than the Lakers in the first half but hit
only 36 per cent to the Leiters'
56.
John Havlicek and Dave Cowens scored 29 apiece to lead
Boston, while Jerry West and
Jim McMillian had 27 each for
Los Angeles.
West also recorded his 5,000th
career assist, a feat achieved
by only four other players-Bob
Cousy, Guy Rodgers, Lenny
Wilkens and Oscar Robertson.
Elsewhere in the NBA Sunday, Detroit edged Houston 109107, Philadelphia walloped
Cleveland 148-119, Atlanta defeated Phoenix 116-Ill, and
Portland trounced Buffalo 10890.

The Senior Bowl, which will
Jimmy Walker, who scored
end Tuesday night._ is_one of
Only two major college basket- 26 points, hit a foul line jumper
ball tournaments being played at the final buzzer,.lifting Dethis week, compared with 35 troit past Houston. The Rocklast week. This week' other ets' Mike Newlin had tied the
score '207-107 with two free
major tourney, the Presi tial
throWr
with five seconds reClassic; begins Friday night at
maining.
Fort Myers, Va., with Vir
Houston's Elvin Hayes
Tech against American ua
\matched
Walker for high scorsity and Texas A&M againit,
'Mg honors with TA points.
George Washington. The chamPhiladelphia's 148 points were
pionship gann_will be Saturday
its high for the season find ths,
reght---.Meanwhile,top-ranked UCLA most ever scored by any team
opens defense of its Pacific against Cleveland. Billy CunEight Conference champion- ningham_ Aec! the 76ers &swift
ship, PIfying at Oregon State with 38 points. Bobby .Smith
Friday and at °Ty)Satur- tePped the Cavaliers with -28
points.
day. The Bruins,
ers of
their aim-tournament .Last
• Don Adams scored two basWeek, are 8-0 this Season.
kets in the first minute of the
final period and two more in
Saturday's College Basketball the last two minutes, helping
By The Associated-Press
Atlanta beat Phoenix. Walt BelSouth
lamy paced the Hawks with 30
Miss St. 76, Vanderbklt 69
points,-one more than Lou HudDavidson 81, Wm & Mary,68 son. Clem Haskins was high for
MIDWEt3T
Phoenix with 29.
Ohio Xavier 75, Yale 69
Rookie Sidney Wicks fired in
Utah St. 10, Evansville 89
30 points and Geoff Petrie
FAR WEST t
played the role of playmaker in
Okla. City 77, Saniran. 75
leading Portland past Buffalo.
Tournament%
Fred Hilton,.also a rookie. net,
Queen City Classic
,
ted 26 points for the Braves.
Championship
In the NBA Saturday, it was:
- Niagara 91, Canisios 82
New York 104; Cincinnati 94;
Phoenix 114, Boston 1e4, and
1111 78, Cornell 67
Seattle 97, Buffalo 83.
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•
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PIECES Only $199

With a 125.00 deposit
to your Blue Chip Savings Account

6 ICE TEASPOONS

Only 9
.99

with. a '25.00 depositb your
Blue Chip Saving Account

mumm...40
BUTTER KNIFE and
SUGAR SPOON

STILL OFFERING ...

FREE!!

6-PIECE PLACE SETTING

With '25.00 deposit
to your Blue Chip Savings
(aftp nu—have74eeeiveri
6 Rlace setti4s)

FREE!!
'
ou'4 en
,
Chip Savings
5.0'it \more .
or add '25.90 or more to your existing
;Blue Chip Savings Account
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--- 100% Nylon
Lovely Fashion Colors!
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- SERVICES OFFERED

Mat Your

NICE 3 bedroom House, Dining TWO BEDROOM brick duplex.
room, Den, Garage, Quiet Ceramic tile bath With shower,
location„ $140.00 per month. Plenty Parking oPikge,, Couples
Available early January, Call only. $100.04 per month.. Phone
753-9917 after6 p.m.
TFC 7534931.
J4C

C
0')11. 0111,
\

I

MONEY _

BELTONE. FACTORY -keel
hearing aid batteriesfor all make I I C
nearing aids.!Allis Drag& •ISC ‘,J• *7
.
12 FT. WIDE mobile home, 3
bedroom with bath and %. Must
see to aPPreciate,call 436.
2401.
J5P

KEEP CARPET cleaning
problems small-use Blue Lustre
wall CL wall. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Murray Home &
I Auto Store.

148‘111114

will boost
By CARLW.IITITER
SEPeke

•
impor_tent -adjunct to
I 1961 OLDSMOBILE F85 station President Nixon's determined.
effort to boost American ex-:wagon. Also young sugar maple ports certainly will be 'Abel
trees, make good shade trees. revitalized-and expanding Ex
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hj oufl,'
Phone 753-4639.
J4C port-Import Bank of the Uni
- a day theryear round ... Winter
-States. _
The institution would
WANT
TO
BUY
•
_ more aptly named the U.SLEKWANT TO BUY; logs and port Bank, because- its bag...
for the arrest
standing timber. Also have for never has been imports. Espeand
sale lumber and sawdust. cially not today. •
The bank is an Independent
'Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co.
and conviction of person taking this Wild Cat
Ptione753-4147.
TFC agencfof the U.S.governinent
which works in cooperation
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.. EXTRA NICE one bedroom
FOR SALE
Mini Bike from ;he carport of Haffiird James,
WANT TO BUY good used with private financial iriatitu•
furnished apartment, Ye block
-.Pitone_73,39_14 DjNie
sit,*,
e4114 natoral_gpasook atove and good, lions to finance American ex,•
corner of 12th and Vine Street Alt infortliot
-r
tnitiFfolleiff'Cticees--ofily./W
frne -itort91116s7----tiled refriger
-ant-Willi--tionw-Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Pals. Electric heat aild air con- and china. Phone 435-4042 across top-Phone 7534666. J3C
.1. Patrick_Duganisenict vice _
will be
evenings.
_
1_
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